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Phonological and Phonemic Awareness

1. Phonemic Awareness in Young Children: A Classroom Curriculum by Marilyn Jager Adams
2. Games from Getting Ready to Read by Jo Fitzpartick.
4. HearBuilder by Super Duper Publications
5. Equipped for Reading Success by David Kilpatrick
6. HD Word (Lesson 2 of each unit for the first and second manuals only)

Phonics and Fluency

1. Reading Reflex: The Foolproof Phono-Graphix Method for Teaching Children to Read by Carmen and Geoffrey McGuinness
2. The HD Word Scripted Orton-Gillingham based program. This is produced by Really Great Reading and includes 3 manuals & a kit. The online program is also highly recommended. Really Great Reading are now offering very affordable online training for three of their programs, including HD Word, with training for other programs being added in the Fall. HD Word Plus is recommended in addition to HD Word, especially for students with a double deficit in phonological awareness and rapid naming that can cause fluency issues.
3. **Beginning O-G Course (Level 1)** Online training available through the Orton-Gillingham Online Academy.

4. **Ultimate Phonics.** A free resource that could be used alongside other phonics programs to build phonetic knowledge. The sentences can be used for spelling dictation and reading practice to build fluency skills.


6. **Simple Words Decodable Chapter Books.** Phonic Books and Simple Words Chapter Books are decodable readers which I use to build phonics knowledge and fluency in my students.

7. **Learning Ally.** Learning Ally provide audiobooks read by humans, which can help students build fluency by following a text while listening.

**Vocabulary**

1. **Bringing Words to Life.** by Isabel L. Beck, Margaret G. McKeown and Linda Kuchan 2002, Guildford Press. I am using the first edition, but there is also a second edition available.

2. **Learning Ally.** Learning Ally provide audio books read by humans, which can help students build vocabulary while listening to text appropriate for their grade level.

3. **HD Word Plus** provides a vocabulary component that is missing in HD Word.

4. **Lindamood Bell’s Visualizing and Verbalizing Program**

5. **Erica Warren’s Visualization package**
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Comprehension

1. **The Seven Keys to Comprehension: How to Help Your Kids Read It and Get It!** by Susan Zimmermann
2. **Lindamood Bell’s Visualizing and Verbalizing Program**
3. **Erica Warren’s Visualization package**
5. **Strategies That work**, 2nd edition, by Stephanie Harvey and Anne Goudvis

Writing and Spelling

1. **Writing Assessment and Instruction for Students with Learning Disabilities** second edition by Nancy Mather, Barbara J Wendling and Rhia Roberts (K-12)
2. **Handwriting Without Tears** for print. Now known as Learning Without Tears.
3. Reversal issues: **Reversing Reversals** by Erica Warren & **This Reading Mama**
4. **CursiveLogic**
5. **Talking Fingers**. Read, Write, and Spell, & Wordy Qwerty
6. Spelling Made Easy **Teacher Text Books** go from Introductory to Level 3. **The Fun With Phonics** series match these levels and can be used for reinforcement & The “**Make It Right**” series which contain proof-reading activities are an excellent resource to help students develop proof-reading skills.
7. **Didax** offers a number of spelling board games.
8. **Ultimate Phonics**. A free resource that can be used alongside these and other phonics programs to build phonic knowledge. The sentences can be used for spelling dictation and reading practice to build fluency skills.
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9. **Multisensory Grammar course by Neuhaus**
10. **Barebones Grammar**. You can also purchase the manual as part of a curriculum set for reading and writing.
11. Phonic Books Series and accompanying workbooks. Their **morphology workbook** could be a useful resource to support a child’s spelling.
12. **Dyslexia and Spelling: Making Sense of it All**, by Dr Kelli Sandman-Hurley
13. **Teaching How the Written Word Works** by Dr. Peter Bowers
14. **The Writing Revolution** by Judith C Hochman and Natalie Wexler

**Working Memory, Processing Speed, Word Retrieval, Metacognition, & Executive Function**

1. **Helping Students Remember** by Dr Milton Dehn
2. **Smart, but Scattered Kids** Dr Peg Dawson and Dr Richard Guare
3. **Seeing My Time** by Marydee Sklar
4. **Working Memory Activities Bundle** by Dr Erica Warren

**Games to help working memory, processing speed, word retrieval, metacognition, and executive function**

1. **Executive Function Card Games Bundle** by Dr Erica Warren
2. **HearBuilder** offers online games that practice in addition to phonological awareness, auditory memory, following directions and sequencing
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